Plato Reading Week Schedule

**Monday, 27th**
10-12 88c1-90c7: [Marion Durand] The companions’ despair and misology
13:30-15:30 90c8-92c4: [Sarah Broadie] Psychic health and initial objection to Simmias' theory
16-18 92c5-94b3: [David Ebrey] Most of the argument against Simmias’ theory

**Tuesday, 28th**
10-12 94b4-95e7: [Suzanne Obdrzalek] Final argument against Simmias’ theory, Cebes’ objection
14-16 95e8-97b7: [Sean Coughlin] The search for causes, initial proposed causes

**Wednesday, 29th**
10-12 97b8-98b6: [Joseph Bjelde] Nous as a cause
14-16 98b7-99c6: [Nora Kreft] What Anaxagoras actually provided as causes

**Thursday, 30th**
10-12 99c7-100e7: [James Wilberding] Introduction of Socrates’ method and forms as causes
14-16 100e8-102a3: [Sylvain Delcomminette] Rejection of old causes, more on method

**Friday, 31st**
10-12 102a4-103c8: [Matt Duncombe] The largeness and smallness in us
13:30-15:30 Wrap up Session [David Merry]
16-18 Talk as part of the Women in Ancient Philosophy series [Sarah Broadie]